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1. U. S. Operations

A"JNDSE'-SCOTT STATION

- Visual observations and the all-sky camera program were terminated
on th .'.st at 0000z. The spectrograph was set rotating to following the sun
on thv .dth at 2341z.

Bright aurora were seen on 16 days and red aurora on 3 days. A total of
13 hours during the month were completely overcast.

Due to intermittctt failure of the frequency standard, its use was dis-
continued on the 12th.

During the entire season no pulsating or flaming aurorae were observed.
The maximum period of activity appears to be 20002 to OlOOz, although coronae
appeared most frequently near 1200z. Approximately 957 of the aurora were
yellow-green. Red was the only other color seen. Eastward motion predominated.

Geomagnetism - Twenty days records were lost between July 17th and August
14th, because of heater failures in the shelter. Operations have been normal
since then.

G1acio1ozy - Monthly accumulation was less than cm. Stratigraphy ob-
servations show that during the last half of the past century, accumulation
was approximately 4 cm of water per year. Accumulation since 1920 is 6 cm
of water.

Double filtering of 60 layers covering 50 years is completed. Coming
up toiards the surface, filtering and sampling were made for oxygen isotopes.

iocsphar - The 05 and 55 minute sweeps were eliminated beginning the 12th
to conserve film. There is sufficient film for operations to November 1.

Ffty-n!ne atmospheric noise reccrds were made.
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IteooLo'v - L':crage temperature was -61.6C, h i ghest -48.7 on the 11th
and lowest -73.4°C on the 4th. Precip itation and snow were trace.

Prevailin g winds were from 40°E longitude at an average speed of 12.3
kts. Fastest wind was 27 mph on the 21st and 22nd from 00 longitude.

vcrac sky cover was 3.6 1 number of days clear, 18; partly cloudy, 7;
cloudy, 6. Number of days with visibility 1mile or less, 1; mile or less,
none.

Wera3c height of 61 rawinsonde flights was 15,142 meters. The highest
flight was 19,666 meters.

Temperature measured by the 2 2 meter thcrmohm was as follows: 1st--
10th, -63.9°C; lith-20th, -61.4°C; 21st-31st, -59.7°C.

Minimum upper air temperature was -88.9°C at 18.0 km on .the 17th.

In the mid-troposphere, temperatures were generally unchanged. A surface
inversion of 20-25°C continued to dominate the lower troposphere. Temperatures
in the vicinity of the tropopause continued to cool. In the stratosphere, the
radiational cooling has stopped in the higher layers but continues in the
lower. Termination of cooling at 50 mb, 18 km, is coincident with the sunI S
rays entering the vicinity of 150 km. Temperatures in the stratosphere at
50 mb and below apparently cool for 8 continuous months.

Surface precipitation was observed on 31 days.

The 61 rawinsonde flights .w;e made with 72 charges of chemicals. Eleven
and five tenths pounds of caustic soda per flight were used. Seven hundred
pounds of caustic soda were usedduring the month. There are 2,180 pounds
remaining.

Three of the flights that failed were due to instrument failure and 3
due to balloon inflation.

Micro-meteorology - One hundred and fifty-six wind profiles on 31 days
were made. There were low winds with relatively little drifting. The maximum
8 meter hourly profile was 9.8 rn/sec. The lightest wind profiles measured
during the winter occurred on the 11th, ranging from 1.8 rn/sec to 3.0 rn/sec.

Temperature records remain continuous since April. A 23.4F inversion
from the surface to 8 meters on the 17th was the second largest of the year.

Seismology - Two hundred ninety-five disturbances were recorded during
the month. There were 51 confirmed quakes in July.

General - The month of August was the second coldest of. the year. The
old gencrato	been operating for over 1,000 hours. Line voltage fluctua-
tioa avcra:. approximately 2 v.

Seismolo gy will require a resupply of Kodak 480 linograph paper for main-
tenance of the program beyond the 14t111 of October.

Other disciplines can maintain normal operations until November 1.

On the 25th, cessation of the winter night occurred and a faint blueness
cppccre i.	sky
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RD STT ION

• Au::oa The month was a	;.z in recorded activity with poor visibility
due to ice fog and'a thin ov	The all-sky cameprogram lost on,--hour of
data due to failure of the connectj	;jfl ovrnor to the shutter shaftbrake.

The phc:cmultLplicr power supply for the patrol spectrograph falad and
required tiarl opcaion wh.JUe repairs were made. The cell was also damaged.

- Intermittently the photomu1tp1icr will fire fast and sporadically.

it each exposure the spectrograph goes through two data cycles. Although
annoying it is not thought ,ariou enouh to warrant the time loss necessary
for repairs.

Gec:r.:i	Comparative K fiSurce prove this mcnth to be the calmest
magnetic period this year. Intense storms did occur on the 17th, 24th, and
27th, with* high gasa range.

Construction of the observatory was completed. All component systems were
operating at the close of the month.

G1ciolcy - All regular measurements were made. Surface area showed more
change- end large r relief during the month than previous months. Surface
irregularities are from wind sculpturing of new snow sastrugi and show relief
to 35 cm, Accumulation for the month was 2.2 cm with 0.8 cm'waereujve1ent
More accurate measurements were made of the deep pit deformation.

Eçuipment for the traverse was inspected and prepared for departure oftheparty,

A hanging support for a camera to improve traverse pit photography was
completed.-*

Ionosphere - Ionosphere equipment is operating normally. Minor data lossresulted fromjammcdfjlm.

With the return of the-sun-there is a pronounced increase in f p2 parti-cularly-at midday. The-h .ighesti median foF2 was 7.6 mc at 1100 with aecond peak ofof 7.2 mc at 2200 and 2300. foF2 median values for the month were 1.6 mc higherthan for August 1957 and 2.0 mc higher than last month. Current findings sug-gest excellent -possibilities of receptiorLof signals in the 50 - 60 inc regionover long distance during September- October at this station.
Severe disturbances-were observed on the 16th and 17th, 22nd-25th, and26th-27th.

Several periods of poor proagation conditions caused low noiselevels above 2.	NS signals have not en received recently. The causeis unknown.

Whistler reecdar is -ocratjng well. Thre was low activity this month.
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Noteoro1oy - Average temperature was -'42.2°C, high -17.3°C on the 12th,
low -62.2°C oa the 1st. Average station pressure 23.587 in/Hg, high 24.05 on
the IL-t i lcw 22.92 in/Hg on the 20th.

Total precipitation wa trace.	can accumulation of 12 snow stake,2.2	cm.

Prevailing winds were from tht NIE. at an average speed of 15.9 kts.
Fastest uimd was 61 mph from the NE on the 17th. Average sky cover 5.9. Number
of clear days, 7; partly cloudy, 13; cloudy, 11. Number days with visibility
mile or less, 6; visibility 1 mile or less, 17.

Percent possible sunshine, 39. First sunrise was on the 25th with 95
minutco of sunshine.

A.vctagc height of 49 mobs was 16,407 meters.

The vettical extension of the inflation shed has stopped a good share of
drifting. issed flights were primarily caused by strong winds breaking the
balloon on release.

Use of Navy supplies of caustic soda will probably stretch out the supply
for the remainder of the year, using 5 - 7 pounds of caustic soda per charge.
It will be known for sure by the end of September if the supply of caustic
soda is large enough to last the year.

Other meteorology programs are routine.

Traverse Seismology - Surface slopes at and between stations were computed,
compared with ice thickness. The average basal shear stress per Nycs formula,
.7 bars. ndvidua1 values vary widely. Correlation of ice thickness to sur-
face slope, poor.

Reduction of short refraction profiles is complete. The correlation of P
wave velocity to density from the surface to 10 meters is excellent.

A check of theismic gear is complete. It is in excellent condition.
Some minor repairs were made.

Seismology - Eighty-one disturbances were noted. Tremors felt on 252115z,
were coincident with well defined surface waves from the previous eqrthquake
beginning. Local RiX, transmissions continue periodically to hamper reading
vertical records. However, no loss of information for horizontal traces has
occurred.

General - Since the sun made its appearance at Byrd Station on August 25,
the pace of work has been increased by cutsidc activity. Mr. Johnson and
Mr. Greenwood are now spending considerable time preparing the vehicles for
summer operations. Mr. N. Long, traverse mechanic, is occu7icdwth insuring
the good operation of his vehicles for the traverse which will be led by
r. cnt1cy. Othc: traverse members are Messrs. LoSchack, N. Long, F. Darling,

-	TT	r

lat cg o2 inidc projects is being completed and will render the
a p.	vroae:	Addin: sinificant1y to the env1rontcmu is the

new h:-fi cabir	:ttructed by 1:. Lagford. All personnel have been phcto-
y Meters. Long and Darling. The photos were ip.stalled.in a neat frame

messhall bulhhead. The station is now completely sno.;und.
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ELLETCT'.T	TATICN

Aurora.- All programs were curtailed as hours of twilight increased. Auroras
zcre seen ca 19 nights despite 50h cloud.r.ess during the observIng periods. Vivid
displays wore seen on the 5th, 15th, 17th, and 21st; The all-sky camera Is operating
normally.

A week of spectrograph data was loot when the gear controlling the take up
realja:od. T.e camera pawl release solenoid, LS-1, failed and was replaced.
A op L	neede for next year's operations.

Te nncraph operates erratically. A ooze thorough familiarization with
the wo1a of the Chcrnowsky instrument for next year's observer is recommended.

Cosmic Rv - Operations, were normal except for some fu1ty counting due
to large volt,:--- transients in the 60 cycle generators because of overloads on
the circuit.

• Glacioloy - Snow accumulation was 1.8 cm. Sea ice is now 121 inches thick.
Considerable pressures were created near the middle of the month and a wide lead
opened, off shore but later closed again with new ridges and rafting.

The monthly 2 meter pit was dug.

lcro'phcre - Operations were normal

trrology - Average temperature was -32.9°C, high -6.1°C on the 31st, low
-52.8°C or' the 16th.' Average station pressure 28.818 in/Hg, high 29.46 in/Hg on
the 13th and 14th, low 28.46 in/Hg on the 10th.

Precipitation was 0.11 inches, snowfall 1.1 inches

Prevailing winds were from the S at an average speed of.10.6 kt. Fastest
wind was 41 mph on the 1st from the NE.

Percent possible sunshine, 17; average sky cover, 5.7; number of clear days,
.9; partly cloudy, 11; cloudy, 11. Number of days with precipitation-'0.01 inches
or more ar..d 0.10 inches or more, none. Number of days with viibility one mile
or less, 11; ?, mile or less, 8.

Average height of 53 raobs was 15,485 meters.

Rcarrargcmnt of the snow field was completed. This was necessary because
of huge drifts left by the storm of July 27 28.

New walkout doors were installed in the inflation shelter to keep snow out
and heaz in. The snow level is now above the top of the shelter and several .soundings
were lost at the end of the month when winds prevented Mgging holes through-the
drifts packed agaInst the doors. During one week the release hole from the shelter
had to bc: zhovellee out 4 times to get balloons off.

The first sunrIse occurred on the 20th.

S	
,



Travccc_- The estimated time of departure of the party is October 15. The
routeji1 bco 78°30's 37°1,1 through the crevasse area, the SW to the island at
79 0 30' 4401-1, than to 8165 60 0w connecting points 7 and 17 of last year's tra-
verse and closing the triangle over the western half of the ice shelf with saisa
and glacio1oica1 stations. From the escarpment on the shore to Station D seismic
chete :i1:. be repeated as poor records were previously obtained there.

re':ee .HL then travel to the mid- point at 81°S 75°1•1 with an esti-
m ated time c. arrival t this point of November 20. Here, or at some point
selected by zhe scismologists, a 10-day long refraction profile will be made.
The traverse will then proceed to Byrd Station. Trail conditions can only be
estimated west of the mid-point. A flight to this area last year indicated a
range of mountains en route ahead but there is no idea of the extent to which
they will slow or detour the traverse,ifat all. Assuming approximately 500 miles
and 17 stations along the route, it is estimated that the trip will take 35 days
iUC 15 days or 507 leeway for delays such as weather, breakdowns, etc., giving

an est.-Zed time of arrival at Byrd Station of January 20.

After etcnsivc reconnaissance last year it is still not certain if there is a saf:
or even possible route though the crevasad area to the SE of the station. ,. The	H
start of the traverse may be d]ayed by need for more reconnaissance then is now,
planned. The route followed last year is now crossed by a 30 mile rift.

It s plancd to drive the oldno-Cat with 3 sleds to Camp A to meet the
traverse at Station D. The engine of the Sno-Cat is in good condition and Mr.
Hoffman, traverse mechanic, will, hayca complete welding outfit and materials
to beef-up the frame. This houldbè a help since the Sno-Cat will pull more
gas than it uses and will provide another vehicle for future operations .from
Byrd Statió'

It is tentatively planned that the helicopter and Otter aircraft crews will
depart October 1 for the tractor train. The Otter cew will return to help recover
the D-8 tractor. The crevassedetectjön Weas1 and one traverse Sno-Cat will de-
part.October 7, and work with the acraftfor marking a route through the crevasse
area. The remaining traverse Sno-CatuilI'depazt October 15, via the marked trail
for the train. The four traverse Sno-ats will load from the train and depart
on the Ellsworth-Byrd traverse. The D-8 tractor train; Weasel, aircraft, and
remaining supplies will return to the Station about October 20.

Planned aircraft operations include testing, checking of radios, ice recon-
naissance and aerial photography from September 20-25. The helicopter will fly
to the tractor train on October 1, with additional .fghts as necessary, and return
to the Station October 18. " Helicopter and Otter trail reconnaissance twill be
carried out on October 22 to 88°s 45°W.	Local flights will be made as necessary.

The Otter will carry out photography flights and trail reconnaissance from
September 25-30. It will then fly to the tractor train as noted previously and
will carry out photo reconnaissance from October 1-18. Photo reconnaissance to
80°S 45 will be carried out approximately October 22.. The Otter will then make

ee reconnaissance flight 	to Gould Bay and return on October 24.

::c3cr 4, the Otter will make a traverse reconnaissance photographic
- 20°14 to Camp A, 80°03'S 54°32 1W. The traverse mechanic will

zhL3 flight for aásistance in the recovery of the Sno-Cat previously
at this position. The plane will then return to the traverse party and
the Station via Camp A, approximately November 6.
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The two 0'_-ter aircraft, with full fuel nks, 3 drums of avgas, 5 a1lo:'.c
of oil and suvival gear, will depart for the fuel cache at Camp A on Novemcr
20, en route to Byrd Station. One of the aircraft has been outfitted with
Herman Nelson heaters and e::ta batteriec. The aircraft will then proceed to
the mid-point and on to Byrd Station. Photo reconnaissance of the traverse
route will be made en route, the information being passed to the traverse
party via raio. The estimated time of the flight, including fuel stops, is
11 hours.

Equipment and personnel to be taken to Byrd Station includ 2 and possibly
3 Sno-Cats, 2 Navy Sno-Cats, one aneroid barometer,. 3 Herman Nelson heaters, 10
and possibly 13 one-ton sleds, one locally constructed mess tlannigan, 2 UC-1
Otter aircraft, and 10 scientific and support personnel.

HALLETT STATION

0
Aurora - Aurora were observed on 21 nights. All other nights were fully

overcast. Observing conditions were generally poor due to haze and moonlight.
Faint red upper borders of rayed forms were reported occasionally. There were
no major displays.

The all-sky camra is operating well in open air and records through haze
better than the human eye.

The spectrograph is performing satisfactoi1y.

Qeocnetism - Activity was as follows: trace disturbed slightly from
about lG1300z followed by sudden commencement at 170622z, activity was finished
by 180330z,

A sudden coiencement at 220227z was followed by big bay and minor activity
which continued until sudden comencement at 240140z with another big bay and
moderate activity. Storm revival occurred at 241149z and another big bay.
Activity was only minor after 250500z becoming moderate again about 2623301
until 280000z. One set of absolute observations were made on the 20th.

Ionosphere - The switch for initiating the lonosonde sweep was installed
in the aurora tower to assist possible correlation with overhead arc.

Periods of high absorption were as follows: commenced 1609302 with total
blackout between 161630z and 1709152. All of the 17th and the first half of
the 16th had short periods of blackout. Recovery was complete about 181900Z.
Another period Commenced at 211530z with total blackout between 221730Z and
230530z. Absorption remained high and blackout occurred again between 232030z
and 241645z except for a brief weak appearance between 241015Z anc 241100z.
Absorption again stayed high until the next period of blackout which commenced261330z and lasted until 272130z excep t for weak reflections between 270815Z and
271100z. Absorption was not back to normal until 271900z.
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cteoroio:y - Average temperature was -25.8 `C,high -9.4 on the 12th, low
-39.4°c on the 22nd. Average station pressure 29.168 in/Hg, high 30.00 on the
3rd, low 28.41 in/Hg on the 12th. Precipitation and total snowfall were trace.

Prevailing winds were from the S1	an average speed of 6.4 knots. Fastest
wind, 73 mph from the S on the 11th.

Percent: sunshine; 33.2; average sky cove:, 6.3; number of clear days, 5;
partly ciouiy, 10; cloudy, 16. Nuither of days with precipitation 0.01 inch or
0,10 inch or more,nqne. Number of days with visibility mile or less, 3; one
M.ile or lass, 5.

Averageheight of 53 rawinsondes, 14,938 meters. Twenty-one flights aborted
due to high mountains In the east. Highest £1i,ght was 24,250 meters on the 11th.

A snot y drift covering the radiation instrument site was plowed to ground
1ve1. A larger and stronger instrument shelf was installed with the base 6
ii:&-es in the ground. Wiring was replaced as necessary. The radiometer was
mxi-ted downwind after repainting and calibration was rechecked. One pyrhello-
mtLer has bean damaged and is unusable, but can probably be repaired in the U. S.

The solar radiation recorder was thoroughly bench checked eliminating
errors of prior records this season.

The sun was first observed on August 6t1h for 7. minutes.

Removal of a four-foot deep snow drift resulted in  marked effect on soil
temperatures.	 -

Only 2 Gi'D thyratron tubes remain in stock. The remainder of the observa-
tion pro-ram ccninues routinely.

There was one severe storm in the period of the 10th-12th.

- The program is running smoothly. A total of 69 earthquakes
were reccraed during the month. Sixty have been reported.

LTTTLE ARICA STATION

Aurora - Aurora were recorded on all but one of 20 clear days in August.
Six hundred feet of all-sky camera film.were exposed.. Some difficulty occurred
with frost in the all-sky camera, on days when temperatures were below -607
and winds in'excess of 15 kts.

The patrol spectrcgraph was operated automatically the whole month. The
infrared program was dThcontnued due to failure of film to register emissions
other than 5577, due to low sensitivity.	-

- The H base line which dropped off approximately 20 gaas
in July below th'- value constent for the past six months, is now slowly

ieing back towards the original yalue. Similar activity was also noted with
the Z base line.

Disturbed conditions prevailed the latter half of the month. Calibration
of traverse	ru.ant was completed.



Clacioz - Strain stake mcasuremc.t across crevasse valley shos about
10 meters incraase in width since February 1957. Time rate of strain is very
uniform and maca of the strain occurs across the narrow crevassed zone near the
center of the valley.

Accuclatic. of 34 stakes average 10 cm, nearly all being accumulated during
the fica part c the month.

- or'aal c?crations contfrud wLh 96% coverage of available
data. Arriva.	the sun was celebrated with 5 days of partial blackout. At
the same time, a second daily peak of F2 layer criticals occurred at about 0900.

ccrolc'? - Average temperature was -.35.7°C, high -5.6°C on the 11th, low
-56.7 0c on the 9th. Average station pressure 28.877 in/Hg, high 30.05 on the
3rd, low 27.99 in/Hg on the 12th.

Prccipita.an 0.42 inches, snowfall 5.6 inches. Average net change in 4.
snow stakes, 6 .nches. Prevailing winds were from the SE at an average speed
of 12.1 kts. :astcst wind, 43 mph on the 12th from the NE. Average sky cover,
5.9,	c.ar days, 12; partly cloudy, 6; cloudy, 13. Number of days with
precipitation of 0.01 inches or more, 7; 1.10 inches or more, 2. Water equiva-
lent of precipitation for month of July, 0.07 inches. Number of days with vlsi-
bi1.cy mile or less ,, 11; 1 mile or less, 23. Percent possible sunshine 60.

Average height of 59 radiosondes 17,635 meters. Highest flight was 23,978
meters at 1200z on the 18th.

Ten-day temperature means: lst-10th, -40.2°F; llth-20th, -6.3°F; 21st-31st,
-48.8°F.

A lunar halo of 22 degrees was csc:vcd on 3 days, vertical pillar on 3
days, and lunar corona on 6 days.

The summer  season observational program commenced with the rising of the sun.
The pyrheliometer and illuminometer readings were begun while unbacked thermometer
rad5ngs from snow surface were discontinued. The snow surface thermohm was al-
lowed to become buried.

Day flight balloons are now used on C000Z radicoQud runs.

Station meteorological da	the period December 1957 to July 1958 was
.:imed and two boxes of	..e packed for shipment to the U. S. All

m'r meteorological equipment	the I yrd Station tactor swing has been packed
and loaded. The infrared hygromet: and associated gear, inc:; :ing the Brown re-
corder, were packed for shipment a the instrument 	Weather Bureau.

bait pulley on the motor shaft pump for the d..:	..: sheared off and
the	was temporarily suspended for repair.

the warm period In mid-August ) a new maximum	. . :are record for
the month was cat	a reading of ; 22°F on the 11th.
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:thly mean for surface ozone measurements, 41.1 gammas. Highest daily
value 43.5gas on the let, lowest 2.5 gammas on the 3rd. Highest average
hourly value, m::idian time, 42.1 gammas per hour endin at 1900. Lowest 40.0
ganma: ar hoW. anding at 1300.

Preliminary data anlysis of 1957-58 traverse continued with the
mapping of .:or coastal peaks bctwecn Beardmore and Liv Glaciers.

- Research activity continues with work on Simpson waves,
monthly mea;. charts, interior weather patterns, topography influences, mean
tropopauca charts and cross sections, and studies ofsouthern ocean circulations.
Mr. Astapenho lead a seminar on frontal passageat the South Pole.

Percent reception cf weather data: surface data first figure, upper air data
second figure. Nawson collective: Norway 85 68; King Baudoin 90 45; Davis 85 0;
Taylor 9 1r 84; Nawson 95 89. Mirny collective: Mirny 79 73; Pioneerskaya 79 0;
Kcmsomolckaya 79 0; Oasis 79 70; Vostok 79 63; Sovietskaya 79 67. Port Stanley
collective group average: 47 17; except Halley Bay which is 44 22; Gonzales
Vidales group: 34 0. Decepcion group: 54 93. McMurdo collective: Amundsen-
Scott 97 100; Ellsworth 99 100; Wilkes 99 98; McMurdo 100 100; Hallett 99 100;
Byrd 100 100; Durville 99 100; Charcot 98 0. New Zealand and Australia 75 75;
South Africa 35 0; Macquarie 77 70; Campbell 69 57; Amsterdam 86 03; Kerguelen 86 70.

Radio blackout caused loss of 7 surface and 9 upper air analyses. Data
missed from Mirny during the. blackout not supplied, data from Port Stanley
and Gonzales Vidales, a.so missed. A new point to point schedule was established
with Port Stanley near the end of the blackout with considerable improvement
in reception of Weddell Sea data, both surface and upper air. Nirny has been
relayth some South African reobs.

Gcnra - Eight thousand pounds of cargo were loaded for the tractor swing
to Byrd Station, inc1'ding 5,000 pounds of explosives, 2,000 pounds of meteoro-CDP

lcgical gear and 1,000 pounds of geomagnetic general supplies and traverse equip-
uiert required for the Byrd traverse.

Thirty-seven boxes- of glaciological equipment, 4 boxes of seismology equip-
tnent and 7 boxes of aurora ejuipment have been packed for shipment to Scott
Base or 1-1c11urdo. The meteor radar equipment has been packed for shipment to
the U. S.

MCMURD q

Meteoro1fy - Average temperature was -29.5°C, high -10.0 on the 13th and
17th, low -44.4°c on the 9th. Average station pressure 29.104 in/Hg, high 30.02
on the 3rd, low 28.53 in/Hg on the 21st.

Total precipitation 0.05 inches; snowfall, 0.5 inches; prevailing winds
were from the ENE a an average speed of 11 kts. Peak gust 56 kts on t.a 27th.

Jvcragc sky cover. 4.6; number clear days, 5; partly cloudy, 15; cloudy, I.I.

	

Number of d	uit1. prec?ieetion 0.01 Inch or more, one; 0.10 inch c more
none. ;..nbe; c cj w3 visibility one M  or less, 5.

	

crage	of 52 radiosonde flights 14,629. Highest flight 22,521 meters.

I
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JILES STATION

Aurora - c2 1l1ear nights, aurora were seen cr. 5. Nearly , a1l aurora
GOOrt were	gh:nccc 4 or less. Spectrograms continue to show intense nitro-
gen first negative, Sodium D of ten remains all night. On a few occasions

ic thc mo;t inensc line on tkc cpccograr.s. 6861 an trcms are very
intense during twilight.

Equipment is in first rate condition. Operations are routine.

Cosmic Rzys - Operations are routine.

Gcornainetism - Four sudden corenccments were recorded the latter half of
the month. Daytime activity is increasing. Other operations are normal.

Glaciology - Coring bits have been successfully rebuilt by welding. Pit,
core, crevasse and ice cliff studies were completed in 30 localities below the
1,500 foot contour. Particular attention was paid to temperature, conductivity,
bubble patterns and dirt content in the ice and to crystal size and orientation.
Fabrics similar to various northern hemisphere ones have been found.

In the superimposed ice zone, individual annual layers have been identified
but it has proved impossible so far to establish a 'continuous stratigraphy.
A detailed study of the formation of superimposed ice is planned to start
after the September and October traverse.

Preparations for the traverse have included construction of a Wannigart,
Nansen-type emergency sled and flags.

Ionosphere - There was considerable increase in disturbances durin g the
last two weeks of the month. Eleven, sudden ionospheric disturbances. were re-
'corded during this period. No sudden disturbances occurred during the first
15 days of the month. The most pronounced started on the lGth'at 2245, f.xished
on the 18th at 1700; started on the 25th at 0015, finished at 1715; on the 26th
at 1200, finished at 1930 on the 27th. Nine other sudden disturbances of
durations of 4 to 8 hours occurred between the 16th and 28th. Communications
were curtailed during most of these periods or limited to short transmissions

Critical values of foF2 increased during the latter part of the month, rta
average of 2.5 mc. There was marked decrease of sporadic E activity. Finini-
mum values have, in the main, shown marked increase this month.

!'etcorolory - Average temperature was -18.2°C, highest -5.6°C on the 29th
and 30h,1owcst -28.9°C on the 11th. Average station pressure 28.943 in/77g,
high 29.60 in/Hg on the 29th, low 28,44 in/:-g on the 24th. Precipitation 0.66
inches-, snowfall 6.6 inches.
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Average wind speed, 6.8 kts from the N. Fastest wind 60 mph from the E
on the 30t11 with a maximum gust of 89 mph.

Percent possible sunshine, 22; average sky cover, 7.2; number days clear,
4; partly cloudy, 10; cloudy, 17. Number of days with precipitation of 0.01
inch or more, 3; 0.10 inchermore, 2. Number of days with visibility mile
or less, 2; one mile or less, 2.

Average height of 55 rawinsonde flights, 17,624 meters.

• Oceanoraphy - Ice remains in Vincennes Bay as far west as a line from
O'Brien to thc . scutherrmost Chappel Islets. Thickness is still 42 inches.

A series of bottom samples from one to 37 fathoms was completed.

Seismology - Forty-eight earthquakes were recorded. Ilicroseismq were
strong on the 2nd, 8th, 9th, 18th, 22nd, 23rd and 31st of August.

The drum drive was modified to accept reverse motor rotation making
available two spare motors hitherto judged unusable.

Survey Work - Pipe signals were placed on two northern Chappel Islets. Two
ten-foot tripod signals were placed on Cape Folger, 75 yards and 1/3 mile from
the tip of the Cape. These are to be used for shelf ice movement studies.

The ice at Cape Folger has moved westward 78 feet since the 25th of March.
The average rate is 0.5 feet per day.

General - Light conditions are approaching normal daytime values. Dr.
Sparks, station doctor, gave tw of a series of bimonthly medical talks which
started several months ago on cold weather medicine and first aid. Talks this
month ucre on the nervous system and the effects of alcohol.

The station now has an open Weasel for use on the sea ice for safety. The
color of the vehicle is a light lavender.

Skiing is much improved with new snow on the hills. All are in good health
and spirit.

II. International

Chile

Work is continuing on the reconstruction of the new Chilean Antarctic base,
Risopatron, which is being built to replace the base destroyed earlier by fire.
It is expected that the base, which is located at 63°14 19°s, will be completed in
October. or November 1958. It will than be transported to the Antarctic on
Chilean ships.

USSR

The following was received from the USNC-IGY Representative at Mirny. Mini-
mum temperatures at Komsomolskaya; -75°C on the 25th of July, -81°c on the 25th
of August. The Thermometer was placed one meter above the snow surface between
March and Sepeember 1957 recorded -75.6°C.
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